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PIERI RULES FOR THE K-THEORY OF COMINUSCULE
GRASSMANNIANS
ANDERS SKOVSTED BUCH AND VIJAY RAVIKUMAR
Abstract. We prove Pieri formulas for the multiplication with special Schu-
bert classes in the K-theory of all cominuscule Grassmannians. For Grassman-
nians of type A this gives a new proof of a formula of Lenart. Our formula
is new for Lagrangian Grassmannians, and for orthogonal Grassmannians it
proves a special case of a conjectural Littlewood-Richardson rule of Thomas
and Yong. Recent work of Thomas and Yong and of E. Clifford has shown that
the full Littlewood-Richardson rule for orthogonal Grassmannians follows from
the Pieri case proved here. We describe the K-theoretic Pieri coefficients both
as integers determined by positive recursive identities and as the number of
certain tableaux. The proof is based on a computation of the sheaf Euler
characteristic of triple intersections of Schubert varieties, where at least one
Schubert variety is special.
1. Introduction
By a cominuscule Grassmannian we will mean a Grassmann variety Gr(m,n)
of type A, a Lagrangian Grassmannian LG(n, 2n), or a maximal orthogonal Grass-
mannian OG(n, 2n + 1) ∼= OG(n + 1, 2n + 2). The goal of this paper is to prove
(old and new) Pieri rules for the multiplication by special Schubert classes in the
Grothendieck ring of any cominuscule Grassmannian.
Any homogeneous space X has a decomposition into Schubert varieties Xλ,
which for cominuscule Grassmannians are indexed by partitions λ = (λ1 ≥ · · · ≥
λℓ ≥ 0) in a way so that the codimension of Xλ in X is equal to the weight
|λ| =
∑
λi. The Schubert classes [X
λ] ∈ H2|λ|(X ;Z) defined by the Schubert
varieties give a Z-basis for the singular cohomology ring H∗(X) = H∗(X ;Z). This
ring is furthermore generated as a Z-algebra by the special Schubert classes [Xp]
given by partitions with a single part p. The Littlewood-Richardson coefficients
cνλµ are the structure constants for H
∗(X) with respect to the Schubert basis, i.e.
they are determined by the identity
(1) [Xλ] · [Xµ] =
∑
|ν|=|λ|+|µ|
cνλµ [X
ν]
in H∗(X). Each coefficient cνλµ in this sum depends on the type of the Grass-
mannians X as well as the partitions. It is equal to the number of points in the
intersection of general translates of the Schubert varieties Xλ, Xµ, and Xν
∨
, where
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ν∨ is the Poincare dual partition of ν. This gives the identity
(2) cνλµ =
∫
X
[Xλ] · [Xµ] · [Xν
∨
]
when |ν| = |λ|+ |µ|. The Littlewood-Richardson coefficients of cominuscule Grass-
mannians are well understood and are described by variants of the celebrated
Littlewood-Richardson rule, see e.g. [21, 11, 26, 6] and the references given there.
The cohomology ring H∗(X) is generalized by various other rings, including the
equivariant cohomology ring H∗T (X), the quantum cohomology ring QH(X), and
the Grothendieck ring K(X) of algebraic vector bundles on X , also called the K-
theory of X . Every Schubert variety Xλ has a Grothendieck class Oλ = [OXλ ] in
K(X) (see §2) and these classes form a basis for the Grothendieck ring. We can
therefore define K-theoretic Schubert structure constants for X by the identity
(3) Oλ · Oµ =
∑
ν
cνλµO
ν .
The coefficient cνλµ is non-zero only if |ν| ≥ |λ|+ |µ|, and for |ν| = |λ|+ |µ| it agrees
with the cohomological structure constant of the same name. The K-theoretic
structure constants have signs that alternate with codimension, in the sense that
(−1)|ν|−|λ|−|µ| cνλµ ≥ 0; this was proved by the first author for Grassmannians of
type A [3] and by Brion for arbitrary homogeneous spaces [2]. If X is a Grassmann
variety of type A, then several Littlewood-Richardson rules are available that ex-
press the absolute value |cνλµ| as the number of elements in a combinatorially defined
set [3, 16, 5, 24]. An earlier Pieri formula of Lenart [18] shows that the coefficients
cνλ,p, that describe multiplication with the special classes O
p, are equal to signed
binomial coefficients. For Lagrangian and orthogonal Grassmannians it is known
how to multiply with the Schubert divisor O1, by using Lenart and Postnikov’s
K-theoretic Chevalley formula which works for arbitrary homogeneous spaces [19].
More recently Thomas and Yong [24] have conjectured a full Littlewood-Richardson
rule for the K-theory of maximal orthogonal Grassmannians based on K-theoretic
jeu-de-taquin slides. No such conjecture is presently available for Lagrangian Grass-
mannians.
The main results of this paper are K-theoretic Pieri rules for maximal orthogo-
nal Grassmannians and Lagrangian Grassmannians. These rules are stated in two
equivalent versions. The first is a set of recursive identities that make it possible to
compute any coefficient cνλ,p from simpler ones in a way that makes the alternation
of signs transparent. The second is a Littlewood-Richardson rule that expresses
|cνλ,p| as the number of tableaux satisfying certain properties. For maximal orthog-
onal Grassmannians, Itai Feigenbaum and Emily Sergel have shown us a proof that
these tableaux are identical to the increasing tableaux appearing in the conjecture
of Thomas and Yong [24], which confirms that this conjecture computes all Pieri
coefficients correctly. The tableaux being counted for Lagrangian Grassmannians
are new and contain both primed and unprimed integers; it would be very interest-
ing to extend this rule to a full Littlewood-Richardson rule for all the K-theoretic
structure constants. While the cohomological Schubert calculus of Lagrangian and
maximal orthogonal Grassmannians is essentially the same, our results show that
these spaces have quite different K-theoretic Schubert calculus. For example, we
prove that the K-theoretic structure constants cν
∨
λµ for orthogonal Grassmannians
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are invariant under permutations of λ, µ, and ν, but show by example that this
fails for Lagrangian Grassmannians.
Thomas and Yong have conjectured a K-theoretic Littlewood-Richardson rule
for all minuscule homogeneous spaces, and proved that their rule is a consequence of
a well-definedness property of a jeu-de-taquin algorithm, together with a proof that
their conjecture gives the correct answer for a generating set of Schubert classes
[24]. For maximal orthogonal Grassmannians, the well-definedness property has
later been proved by Thomas and Yong [25] and by Edward Clifford [9]. Since the
special classes Op generate the K-theory ring, the Pieri rule proved here provides
the second ingredient required for the proof of Thomas and Yong’s conjecture.
The standard way to prove cohomological Pieri rules is to use that any cohomo-
logical Pieri coefficient cνλ,p counts the number of points in an intersection of three
Schubert varieties, one of which is special [14, 23, 1, 7]. We prove our formulas by
using a K-theoretic adaption of this method. For Grassmannians of type A, this
gives a new and geometric proof of Lenart’s Pieri rule [18].
The K-theoretic analogue of the triple intersections (2) for Pieri coefficients
are the numbers χ
X
(Oλ · Op · Oν
∨
), where χ
X
: K(X) → Z denotes the sheaf
Euler characteristic map (see §2). However, the Pieri coefficients of interest are
given by cνλ,p = χX (O
λ · Op · O∗ν), where O
∗
ν ∈ K(X) is the K-theoretic dual
Schubert class of Xν , a class different from Oν
∨
. Our proof therefore requires a
combinatorial translation from triple intersection numbers to structure constants.
Furthermore, the K-theoretic triple intersection numbers are harder to compute
because they can be non-zero when the intersection of general translates of Xλ, Xp,
and Xν
∨
has positive dimension. Here we use a construction from [7] to translate
the computation of intersection numbers to the K-theory ring of a projective space.
To make this construction work in K-theory, we also need a Gysin formula that was
proved in [8] as an application of a vanishing theorem of Kolla´r [15]. To satisfy the
conditions of the Gysin formula, we have to prove that a map from a Richardson
variety to projective space has rational general fibers and that its image has rational
singularities. For Grassmannians of type A we obtain that the intersection number
χ
X
(Oλ · Op · Oν
∨
) is equal to one whenever the intersection of arbitrary translates
of Xλ, Xp, and Xν
∨
is not empty, and otherwise it is zero. For maximal orthogonal
Grassmannians and Lagrangian Grassmannians, the integer χ
X
(Oλ · Op · Oν
∨
) is
equal to the sheaf Euler characteristic of a complete intersection of linear and
quadric hypersurfaces in projective space. We note that the earlier published proofs
of K-theoretic Pieri rules in [18, 20, 19] are combinatorial and do not rely on triple
intersections. On the other hand, the method used here is likely to work for other
homogeneous spaces G/P .
Our paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we recall some definitions and
results related to the K-theory of varieties. Grassmannians of type A are then han-
dled in section 3, maximal orthogonal Grassmannians in section 4, and Lagrangian
Grassmannians in section 5.
We thank Itai Feigenbaum and Emily Sergel for their role in connecting our Pieri
formula for maximal orthogonal Grassmannians to the conjecture of Thomas and
Yong.
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2. The Grothendieck ring
In this section we recall some facts about the K-theory of algebraic varieties;
more details and references can be found in [12]. The K-homology group K◦(X)
of an algebraic variety X is the Grothendieck group of coherent OX -modules, i.e.
the free abelian group generated by isomorphism classes [F ] of coherent sheaves
on X , modulo the relations [F ] = [F ′] + [F ′′] whenever there exists a short exact
sequence 0→ F ′ → F → F ′′ → 0. This group is a module over the K-cohomology
ring K◦(X), defined as the Grothendieck group of algebraic vector bundles on X .
Both the multiplicative structure of K◦(X) and the module structure of K◦(X)
is defined by tensor products. Any closed subvariety Z ⊂ X has a Grothendieck
class [OZ ] ∈ K◦(X) defined by its structure sheaf. If X is non-singular, then
the implicit map K◦(X) → K◦(X) that sends a vector bundle to its sheaf of
sections is an isomorphism; the inverse map is given by [F ] 7→
∑
i≥0(−1)
i[Ei] where
0 → Er → · · · → E1 → E0 → F → 0 is any locally free resolution of the coherent
sheaf F . In this case we will write simply K(X) for both K-theory groups.
Any morphism of varieties f : X → Y gives a ring homomorphism f∗ : K◦(Y )→
K◦(X) defined by pullback of vector bundles. If f is proper, there is also a push-
forward map f : K◦(X) → K◦(Y ) defined by f∗[F ] =
∑
i≥0(−1)
i[Rif∗F ]. Both
pullback and pushforward are functorial with respect to composition of morphisms.
The projection formula states that f∗(f
∗(α) · β) = α · f∗(β) for all α ∈ K◦(Y )
and β ∈ K◦(X). If X is a complete variety, then the sheaf Euler characteristic
map χ
X
: K◦(X) → K◦(point) = Z is defined as the pushforward along the struc-
ture morphism X → {point}, i.e. χ
X
([F ]) =
∑
i≥0(−1)
i dimHi(X,F). If X is
irreducible and rational with rational singularities then χ
X
([OX ]) = 1 [13, p. 494].
We need the following pushforward formula, which was proved in [8, Thm. 3.1]
as an application of a vanishing theorem of Kolla´r [15, Thm. 7.1].
Lemma 2.1. Let f : X → Y be a surjective map of projective varieties with rational
singularities. Assume that f−1(y) is an irreducible rational variety for all closed
points in a dense open subset of Y . Then f∗[OX ] = [OY ] ∈ K◦(Y ).
We also need the following well known fact.
Lemma 2.2. Let X be a non-singular variety and let Y and Z be closed varieties
of X with Cohen-Macaulay singularities. Assume that each component of Y ∩ Z
has dimension dim(Y ) + dim(Z) − dim(X). Then Y ∩ Z is Cohen-Macaulay and
[OY ] · [OZ ] = [OY ∩Z ] in K(X).
Proof. The diagonal embedding ∆ : X → X × X is a regular embedding [12,
B.7.3], and any local regular sequence defining the ideal of X in X ×X restricts to
a local regular sequence defining the ideal of Y ∩ Z in Y × Z by [12, A.7.1]. This
implies that TorX×Xi (OX ,OY×Z) = 0 for all i > 0, so [OY ] · [OZ ] = ∆
∗[OY×Z ] =∑
i≥0(−1)
i[TorX×Xi (OX ,OY×Z)] = [OY ⊗OZ ] = [OY ∩Z ], as required. 
Now let X = G/P be a homogeneous space defined by a complex connected
semisimple linear algebraic groupG and a parabolic subgroup P ; all Grassmannians
can be constructed in this fashion. The Schubert varieties of X relative to a Borel
subgroup B ⊂ G are the closures of the B-orbits in X , and the Grothendieck classes
of these varieties form a Z-basis for the K-theory ring K(X). It is known that
all Schubert varieties are Cohen-Macaulay and have rational singularities [22, 17].
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As a special case this implies that an quadric hypersurfaces in Cn has rational
singularities, since it is isomorphism to a product of a smaller affine space with an
open subset of the Schubert divisor in an orthogonal Grassmannian OG(1,m) (see
e.g. [7, §4]).
A Richardson variety is any non-empty intersection Y ∩Z, where Y is a Schubert
variety relative to B and Z is a Schubert variety relative to the opposite Borel
subgroup Bop. It was proved by Deodhar that any Richardson variety is irreducible
and rational [10], and Brion has proved in that Richardson varieties have rational
singularities [2]. In particular, the sheaf Euler characteristic of a Richardson variety
is equal to one.
Finally we mention that a Schubert variety in the projective space Pn is the
same as a linear subspace. The Grothendieck ring is given by K(Pn) = Z[t]/(tn+1),
where t is the class of a hyperplane. The class of a quadric hypersurface is equal to
2t− t2, and a linear subspace of codimension i has class ti. In particular, the map
χ
Pn
: K(Pn)→ Z is determined by χ
Pn
(ti) = 1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
3. Grassmannians of type A
Let X = Gr(m,n) = {V ⊂ Cn | dim(V ) = m} be the Grassmann variety of
m-planes in Cn. This is a non-singular variety of complex dimension mk, where
k = n−m. The Schubert varieties in X are indexed by partitions λ = (λ1 ≥ · · · ≥
λm ≥ 0) such that λ1 ≤ k. Equivalently, the Young diagram of λ can be contained
in a rectangle m rows and k columns. We will identify λ with its Young diagram.
The Schubert variety for λ relative to a complete flag 0 ( F1 ( F2 ( · · · ( Fn = Cn
is defined by
Xλ(F•) = {V ∈ X | dim(V ∩ Fk+i−λi ) ≥ i ∀1 ≤ i ≤ m} .
The codimension of this variety in X is equal to the weight |λ| =
∑
λi. If u1, . . . , ur
are vectors in a complex vector space, then we let 〈u1, . . . , ur〉 denote their span.
Let e1, . . . , en be the standard basis of C
n. We will mostly consider Schubert
varieties relative to the standard flags in Cn, defined by Ei = 〈e1, . . . , ei〉 and E
op
i =
〈en+1−i, . . . , en〉. Let Oλ = [OXλ ] ∈ K(X) denote the class of X
λ := Xλ(E•). The
K-theoretic Schubert structure constants cνλµ for X are defined by equation (3),
where the sum includes all partitions ν contained in the m × k-rectangle. The
goal of this section is to give a simple geometric proof of Lenart’s Pieri rule for
the special coefficients cνλ,p, where we identify the integer p ∈ N with the one-part
partition (p).
Given a partition µ contained in them×k-rectangle, let µ∨ = (k−µm, . . . , k−µ1)
denote the Poincare dual partition. We will also call this partition the m× k–dual
of µ. The intersection Xλ(E•) ∩ Xµ(Eop• ) is non-empty if and only if λ ⊂ µ
∨.
Assume that λ ⊂ µ∨ and let θ = µ∨/λ be the skew diagram of boxes in µ∨ that
are not in λ. This is the set of boxes remaining when the boxes of λ are deleted
from the upper-left corner of the m × k-rectangle, and the boxes of µ (rotated by
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180 degrees) are deleted from the lower-right corner.
λ
µ
Define the Richardson variety Xθ = X
λ(E•) ∩ Xµ(Eop• ) ⊂ X . This variety has
dimension |θ| = mk − |λ| − |µ|. As a special case, notice that Xλ = Xλ
∨
(Eop
•
)
is the dual Schubert variety of Xλ. Let Oθ = [OXθ ] = O
λ · Oµ ∈ K(X) denote
the Grothendieck class of Xθ. While Xθ depends on the partitions λ and µ, it
follows from Lemma 3.2 below that its isomorphism class depends only on the skew
diagram θ. For any vector u ∈ Cn we define Xθ(u) = {V ∈ Xθ | u ∈ V }. Let⋃
Xθ =
⋃
V ∈Xθ
V ⊂ Cn be the set of vectors u ∈ Cn for which Xθ(u) 6= ∅. This
set is an irreducible closed subvariety of Cn, because
⋃
Xθ = π2(π
−1
1 (Xθ)) where
π1 : S → X and π2 : S → Cn are the natural projections from the tautological
subbundle S = {(V, u) ∈ X × Cn | u ∈ V }. We wish to show that if u is a
general vector in
⋃
Xθ, then Xθ(u) is a Richardson variety in the Grassmannian
Gr(m − 1,Cn/〈u〉), which we identify with the m-planes in X that contain u. In
particular, Xθ(u) is irreducible and rational. The following example shows that
this may be false without the assumption that u is general.
Example 3.1. Let X = Gr(3, 5) and λ = µ = (1). Then
⋃
Xθ = C
5. Set
u = e1 + e5. Then Xθ(u) has two components, which can be naturally identified
with P(C5/〈e1, e5〉) and Gr(2, 〈e1, e2, e4, e5〉/〈e1 + e5〉). These components meet in
the line P(〈e2, e4〉).
Assume that a ∈ [0,m] and b ∈ [0, k] are integers such that λa ≥ b and µm−a ≥
k − b (here we set λ0 = µ0 = k). This implies that the diagram θ = µ∨/λ can be
split into a north-east part θ′ in rows 1 through a and a south-west part θ′′ in rows
a+ 1 through m.
a
θ′′
µ′
λ′′
µ′′
λ′ θ′
b
Set λ′ = (λ1 − b, . . . , λa − b), µ′ = (µm−a+1, . . . , µm), and θ′ = µ′
∨
/λ′, where
µ′
∨
is the a× (k − b)–dual of µ′. This skew diagram defines a Richardson variety
X ′θ′ in the Grassmannian X
′ = Gr(a,Ek+a−b), where we use the (ordered) basis
e1, . . . , ek+a−b for Ek+a−b. Similarly we set λ
′′ = (λa+1, . . . , λm), µ
′′ = (µ1 − k +
b, . . . , µm−a − k + b), and θ
′′ = µ′′
∨
/λ′′, which defines the Richardson variety X ′′θ′′
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in X ′′ = Gr(m − a,Eopm+b−a), using the basis ek+a−b+1, . . . , en for E
op
m+b−a. Set⋃
X ′θ′ =
⋃
V ′∈X′
θ′
V ′ ⊂ Ek+a−b and
⋃
X ′′θ′′ =
⋃
V ′′∈X′′
θ′′
V ′′ ⊂ Eopm+b−a.
Lemma 3.2. (a) We have
⋃
Xθ =
⋃
X ′θ′ ×
⋃
X ′′θ′′ in C
n = Ek+a−b × E
op
m+b−a.
(b) For arbitrary vectors u′ ∈ Ek+a−b and u
′′ ∈ Em+b−a, the inclusion X
′×X ′′ ⊂ X
defined by (V ′, V ′′) 7→ V ′ ⊕ V ′′ identifies X ′θ′(u
′)×X ′′θ′′(u
′′) with Xθ(u
′ + u′′).
Proof. If V ∈ Xθ then dim(V ∩ Ek+a−b) ≥ dim(V ∩ Ek+a−λa ) ≥ a and dim(V ∩
Eopm+b−a) ≥ dim(V ∩E
op
k+(m−a)−µm−a
) ≥ m− a. It follows that V = V ′⊕V ′′ where
V ′ = V ∩Ek+a−b ∈ X
′ and V ′′ = V ∩Eopm+b−a ∈ X
′′. Given arbitrary points V ′ ∈ X ′
and V ′′ ∈ X ′′ it is immediate from the definitions that V ′ ⊕ V ′′ ∈ Xθ(u′ + u′′) if
and only if V ′ ∈ X ′θ′(u
′) and V ′′ ∈ X ′′θ′′(u
′′). The lemma follows from this. 
Let θ be the diagram obtained from θ by removing the bottom box in each
non-empty column. Let c(θ) = |θ| − |θ| be the number of non-empty columns.
Lemma 3.3. (a) The set
⋃
Xθ is a linear subspace of C
n of dimension m+ c(θ).
(b) For all vectors u in a dense open subset of
⋃
Xθ we have Xθ(u) ∼= Xθ.
Proof. If θ = ∅, then Xθ is a single point and the lemma is clear. Using Lemma 3.2
it is therefore enough to assume that θ has only one component which contains
the upper-right and lower-left boxes of the m × k-rectangle. This implies that
λi + µm−i ≤ k for 0 ≤ i ≤ m (recall that we set λ0 = µ0 = k). Let u ∈ Cn
be any vector such that all coordinates of u are non-zero. It is enough to show
that Xθ(u) ∼= Xθ. Set E = C
n/〈u〉 and define flags in this vector space by Ei =
(Ei + 〈u〉)/〈u〉 and E
op
i = (E
op
i + 〈u〉)/〈u〉, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Since we have
u 6∈ Ei + E
op
n−1−i for each i, it follows that Ei ∩ E
op
n−1−i = 0, so the flags E• and
E
op
•
are opposite. Identify X = Gr(m − 1, E) with the set of m-planes V ∈ X for
which u ∈ V . Then we have Xλ(E•)∩X = X
λ
(E•) and X
µ(Eop
•
)∩X = X
µ
(E
op
•
),
so Xθ(u) = Xθ ∩X = X
λ
(E•) ∩X
µ
(E
op
•
) = Xθ, as required. 
We can now prove our formula for the K-theoretic triple intersection numbers
χ
X
(Oλ · Op · Oµ). They turn out to be simpler than the corresponding Pieri coeffi-
cients cνλ,p (see eqn. (6) below), despite the fact that the more general intersection
numbers χ
X
(Oλ · Oν · Oµ) are not well behaved [3, §8].
Proposition 3.4. Let θ be a skew diagram contained in the m × k-rectangle and
let 0 ≤ p ≤ k. Then we have
χ
X
(Oθ · O
p) =
{
1 if p ≤ c(θ);
0 if p > c(θ).
Proof. Let Z = Fl(1,m;n) be the variety of all two-step flags L ⊂ V ⊂ Cn with
dim(L) = 1 and dim(V ) = m, and let π1 : Z → Pn−1 and πm : Z → X be the
projections. Since πm : π
−1
1 (P(Ek+1−p))→ X
p is a birational isomorphism of vari-
eties with rational singularities and π1 is flat, it follows that πm∗π
∗
1 [OP(Ek+1−p)] =
πm∗[Oπ−1
1
(P(Ek+1−p))
] = Op ∈ K(X). Lemma 3.3 implies that the general fibers
of the map π1 : π
−1
m (Xθ) → π1(π
−1
m (Xθ)) are rational. Since the Richardson vari-
ety π−1m (Xθ) has rational singularities, we therefore deduce from Lemma 2.1 that
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π1∗π
∗
m[OXθ ] = π1∗[Oπ−1m (Xθ)] = [Oπ1(π−1m (Xθ))] = [OP(
⋃
Xθ)] ∈ K(P
n−1). Using the
projection formula we obtain
χ
X
(Oθ · O
p) = χ
X
([OXθ ] · πm∗π
∗
1 [OP(Ek+1−p)])
= χ
Pn−1
(π1∗π
∗
m[OXθ ] · [OP(Ek+1−p)])
= χ
Pn−1
([OP(
⋃
Xθ)] · [OP(Ek+1−p)]) .
Lemma 3.3 implies that this Euler characteristic equals one ifm+c(θ)+k+1−p > n
and is zero otherwise, as required. 
In order use the intersection numbers of Proposition 3.4 to compute the Pieri
coefficients cνλ,r, we need the dual Schubert classes in K(X). Recall that a skew
diagram is a horizontal strip if it contains at most one box in each column, and a
vertical strip if it has at most one box in each row. The diagram is a rook strip
if it is both a horizontal strip and a vertical strip. For any partition ν in the
m× k-rectangle we define
(4) O∗ν =
∑
ν/τ rook strip
(−1)|ν/τ |Oτ
where the sum is over all partitions τ ⊂ ν such that ν/τ is a rook strip. The
following lemma implies that cνλµ = χX (O
λ · Oµ · O∗ν). In particular, we have
cνλµ = 0 whenever λ 6⊂ ν. A different proof of the lemma can be found in [3, §8].
Lemma 3.5. Let µ and ν be partitions contained in the m× k-rectangle. Then we
have χ
X
(O∗ν · O
µ) = δν,µ (Kronecker’s delta).
Proof. Since a non-empty Richardson variety is irreducible, rational, and has ra-
tional singularities, it follows that χ
X
(Oτ · O
µ) is equal to one if µ ⊂ τ and is zero
otherwise. This shows that χ
X
(O∗ν · O
µ) = 0 when µ 6⊂ ν and χ
X
(O∗ν · O
ν) =
χ
X
(Oν · Oν) = 1. Assume that µ ( ν and let λ be the smallest partition such that
µ ⊂ λ ⊂ ν and ν/λ is a rook strip. Then χ
X
(O∗ν ·O
µ) =
∑
λ⊂τ⊂ν(−1)
|ν/τ | is a sum
of 2|ν/λ| terms, half of which are negative. The lemma follows from this. 
A south-east corner of the skew diagram θ is any box B ∈ θ such that θ does not
contain a box directly below or directly to the right of B. Let θ′ be the diagram
obtained from θ by removing its south-east corners. Notice that θ is a rook strip if
and only if θ′ = ∅. Given any integer p ∈ Z, we will abuse notation and write
χ
X
(Oθ · O
p) =
{
1 if p ≤ c(θ);
0 if p > c(θ).
This is equivalent to setting Op = 1 for p < 0 and working on a sufficiently large
Grassmannian X . Using this convention we define the constants
(5) A(θ, p) =
∑
θ′⊂ϕ⊂θ
(−1)|θ|−|ϕ| χ
X
(Oϕ · O
p)
where the sum is over all skew diagrams ϕ obtained by removing a subset of the
south-east corners from θ. Proposition 3.4 and Lemma 3.5 imply the following.
Corollary 3.6. Let λ ⊂ ν be partitions contained in the m × k-rectangle and let
0 ≤ p ≤ k. Then cνλ,p = A(ν/λ, p).
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Lenart’s Pieri rule [18] states that cνλ,p is non-zero only if λ ⊂ ν and ν/λ is a
horizontal strip, in which case we have
(6) cνλ,p = (−1)
|ν/λ|−p
(
r(ν/λ) − 1
|ν/λ| − p
)
.
Here r(ν/λ) denotes the number of non-empty rows of the skew diagram ν/λ. To
be consistent with our treatment of Pieri coefficients for Lagrangian and orthogonal
Grassmannians, we will restate this rule as a set of recursive identities among the
integers A(θ, p). Given a horizontal strip θ, we let θ̂ be the diagram obtained by
removing the top row of θ. Notice that θ is a single row of boxes if and only if
θ̂ = ∅. Lenart’s formula is equivalent to the following.
Theorem 3.7. Let θ be a skew diagram and let p ∈ Z. If θ is not a horizontal
strip then A(θ, p) = 0. If p ≤ 0 then A(θ, p) = δθ,∅, and A(∅, p) is equal to one if
p ≤ 0 and is zero otherwise. If θ 6= ∅ is a horizontal strip and p > 0, then A(θ, p)
is determined by the following rules.
(i) If θ̂ = ∅, then A(θ, p) = δ|θ|,p.
(ii) If θ̂ 6= ∅, then A(θ, p) = A(θ̂, p− a)−A(θ̂, p− a+ 1), where a = |θ| − |θ̂|.
Proof. We may assume that θ 6= ∅ and p > 0, since otherwise the result follows from
Corollary 3.6. If θ is not a horizontal strip, then we can find a box B ∈ θr θ′ such
that the box directly above B is contained in θ′; if ϕ is any skew diagram such that
θ′ ⊂ ϕ ⊂ θ and B /∈ ϕ, then c(ϕ) = c(ϕ ∪ B) and χ
X
(Oϕ · Op) = χX (Oϕ∪B · O
p),
so the terms of (5) given by ϕ and ϕ∪B cancel each other out. And if θ is a single
row, then A(θ, p) = χ
X
(Oθ · Op)− χX (Oθ′ · O
p) = δ|θ|,p.
Assume that θ is a horizontal strip with two or more rows. Let ψ = θ r θ̂ be
the top row and set ψ′ = ψ ∩ θ′ and θ̂′ = θ̂ ∩ θ′. Each term of the sum (5) is
given by a skew diagram of the form ϕ ∪ ψ or ϕ ∪ ψ′, where θ̂′ ⊂ ϕ ⊂ θ̂. Since
c(ϕ) = c(ϕ ∪ ψ)− a = c(ϕ ∪ ψ′)− a+ 1, it follows from Proposition 3.4 that
(−1)|θ|−|ϕ∪ψ| (χ
X
(Oϕ∪ψ · O
p)− χ
X
(Oϕ∪ψ′ · O
p))
= (−1)|θ̂|−|ϕ|
(
χ
X
(Oϕ · O
p−a)− χ
X
(Oϕ · O
p−a+1)
)
.
This implies that A(θ, p) = A(θ̂, p− a)−A(θ̂, p− a+ 1) by summing over ϕ. 
4. Maximal orthogonal Grassmannians
Let e1, . . . , e2n+1 be the standard basis for C
2n+1. Define an orthogonal form
on C2n by (ei, ej) = δi+j,2n+2. A vector subspace U ⊂ C2n+1 is called isotropic
if (U,U) = 0. This implies that dim(U) ≤ n. Let X = OG(n, 2n + 1) = {V ⊂
C2n+1 | dim(V ) = n and (V, V ) = 0} be the orthogonal Grassmannian of maximal
isotropic subspaces of C2n+1. This is a non-singular variety of dimension
(
n+1
2
)
.
It is isomorphic to the even orthogonal Grassmannian OG(n + 1, 2n + 2), so this
variety is also covered in what follows. The Schubert varieties in X are indexed by
strict partitions λ = (λ1 > λ2 > · · · > λℓ > 0) for which λ1 ≤ n. The length of λ
is the number ℓ(λ) = ℓ of non-zero parts. The Schubert variety for λ relative to an
isotropic flag 0 ( F1 ( F2 ( · · · ( Fn ⊂ C2n+1 with (Fn, Fn) = 0 is defined by
Xλ(F•) = {V ∈ X | dim(V ∩ Fn+1−λi) ≥ i ∀1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ(λ)} .
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The standard isotropic flags of C2n+1 are defined by Ei = 〈e1, . . . , ei〉 and E
op
i =
〈e2n+2−i, . . . , e2n+1〉. Set Xλ = Xλ(E•). The classes Oλ = [OXλ ] form a Z-basis
for the Grothendieck ring K(X), and this ring is generated as a Z-algebra by the
special classes O1, . . . ,On.
When we are working in the context of the maximal orthogonal Grassmannian
X = OG(n, 2n + 1), we will identify a strict partition λ = (λ1 > · · · > λℓ > 0)
with its shifted Young diagram. The i-th row in this diagram contains λi boxes,
which are preceded by i− 1 unused positions. The boxes of the staircase partition
ρn = (n, n− 1, . . . , 1) thus correspond to the upper-triangular positions in an n×n
matrix. If µ is a strict partition with µ1 ≤ n, then the n–dual partition µ∨ consists
of the parts of ρn which are not parts of µ. We have X
λ(E•) ∩ Xµ(Eop• ) 6= ∅ if
and only if λ ⊂ µ∨. In this case the shifted skew diagram θ = µ∨/λ is obtained by
removing the boxes of λ from the upper-left corner of ρn and the boxes of µ from the
lower-right corner, after mirroring µ in the south-west to north-east antidiagonal.
For example, when n = 12, λ = (11, 9, 8, 5, 2), and µ = (10, 8, 7, 4), we obtain the
following diagram θ.
λ
µ
The set of leftmost boxes of ρn are called diagonal boxes. The above skew diagram
θ contains three such boxes.
Define the Richardson variety Xθ = X
λ(E•) ∩ X
µ(Eop
•
) ⊂ X . This variety
has dimension |θ| =
(
n+1
2
)
− |λ| − |µ|. It follows from Lemma 4.1 below that the
isomorphism class of Xθ depends only on the shape of the skew diagram θ, at least
if it is remembered which boxes of θ are diagonal boxes. We set Oθ = [OXθ ] =
Oλ · Oµ ∈ K(X). For u ∈ C2n+1 we define Xθ(u) = {V ∈ Xθ | u ∈ V }. Let⋃
Xθ =
⋃
V ∈Xθ
V ⊂ C2n+1 be the set of vectors u for which Xθ(u) 6= ∅.
As for Grassmannians of type A, we would like to write the Richardson variety
Xθ as a product, where the factors correspond to the components of θ. Assume
that a, b ≥ 0 are integers such that 0 < a+b < n, λa > n−a−b, and µb > n−a−b
(we set λ0 = µ0 = n+ 1). Then θ = µ
∨/λ can be split into a north-east part and
a south-west part.
θ′′
b
a
µ′
λ′
λ′′
µ′′
θ′
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Set λ′ = (λ1+a+ b−n, . . . , λa+a+ b−n), µ′ = (µ1+a+ b−n, . . . , µb+a+ b−n),
and θ′ = µ′
∨
/λ′, where µ′
∨
is the (a + b)–dual of µ′. Set E′ = Ea+b ⊕ E
op
a+b
and extend the orthogonal form on E′ to the vector space E′ ⊕ C, with basis
e1, . . . , ea+b, e
′, e2n+2−a−b, . . . , e2n+1, by setting (e
′, e′) = 1 and (e′, ei) = 0 for
every i. Then θ′ defines a Richardson variety X ′θ′ in X
′ = OG(a + b, E′ ⊕ C).
Similarly we set λ′′ = (λa+1, . . . , λℓ(λ)), µ
′′ = (µb+1, . . . , µℓ(µ)), and θ
′′ = µ′′
∨
/λ′′,
using the (n − a − b)–dual of µ′′. This defines the Richardson variety X ′′θ′′ in
X ′′ = OG(n − a − b, E′′), where E′′ = E′⊥ = 〈ea+b+1, . . . , e2n+1−a−b〉 ⊂ C
2n+1.
Set X˜ ′ = {V ′ ∈ X ′ | V ′ ⊂ E′}. If V ′ ∈ X ′θ′ then dim(V
′ ∩ Ea+b) ≥ a and
dim(V ′∩Eopa+b) ≥ b, which implies that V
′ ∈ X˜ ′. In particular, we have
⋃
X ′θ′ ⊂ E
′.
Lemma 4.1. (a) We have
⋃
Xθ =
⋃
X ′θ′ ×
⋃
X ′′θ′′ in C
2n+1 = E′ × E′′.
(b) For arbitrary vectors u′ ∈ E′ and u′′ ∈ E′′, the natural inclusion X˜ ′×X ′′ ⊂ X
defined by (V ′, V ′′) 7→ V ′ ⊕ V ′′ identifies X ′θ′(u
′)×X ′′θ′′(u
′′) with Xθ(u
′ + u′′).
Proof. If V ∈ Xθ then dim(V ∩Ea+b) ≥ dim(V ∩En+1−λa ) ≥ a and dim(V ∩E
op
a+b) ≥
dim(V ∩ Eopn+1−λb) ≥ b. This implies that V
′ = V ∩ E′ is a maximal isotropic
subspace in E′ ⊕ C, so V ′ ∈ X˜ ′. It also follows that dim(V ∩ E′⊥) = n − a − b,
so V ′′ = V ∩ E′′ ∈ X ′′. Given arbitrary points V ′ ∈ X ′ and V ′′ ∈ X ′′, it follows
from the definitions that V ′ ⊕ V ′′ ∈ Xθ(u′ + u′′) if and only V ′ ∈ X ′θ′(u
′) and
V ′′ ∈ X ′′θ′′(u
′′). The lemma follows from this. 
The south-east rim of the shifted skew diagram θ is the set of boxes B ∈ θ such
that no box of θ is located strictly south and strictly east of B. Let θ denote the
diagram obtained by removing the south-east rim from θ. We say that θ is a rim
if θ = ∅. Let d(θ) = |θ| − |θ| be number of boxes in the south-east rim. Let N(θ)
denote the number of connected components of the diagram θ, where two boxes are
connected if they share a side. Set N−(θ) = max(N(θ) − 1, 0). For use with the
Lagrangian Grassmannian, we also let N ′(θ) be the number of components that
do not contain any diagonal boxes. The diagram displayed above gives d(θ) = 10,
N(θ) = 2, and N−(θ) = N ′(θ) = 1.
Lemma 4.2. (a) The set
⋃
Xθ ⊂ C2n+1 is a scheme theoretic complete intersec-
tion with rational singularities. It has dimension n + d(θ) and is defined by N(θ)
quadratic equations and n+ 1− d(θ)−N(θ) linear equations.
(b) For all vectors u in a dense open subset of
⋃
Xθ we have Xθ(u) ∼= Xθ.
Proof. The result is clear unless θ 6= ∅. Using Lemma 4.1 we may also assume that
for all integers a, b ≥ 0 with 0 < a+ b < n we have λa ≤ n−a− b or µb ≤ n−a− b.
This implies that θ has exactly one component, so N(θ) = 1. Given any vector
u = (x1, . . . , x2n+1) ∈ C2n+1 we will write ui = (x1, . . . , xi, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ C2n+1 and
u′i = (0, . . . , 0, xi+1, . . . , x2n+1) ∈ C
2n+1 for its projections to Ei and E
op
2n+1−i.
Assume first that ℓ(λ)+ℓ(µ) < n. In this case θ intersects the diagonal, and since
we also have λ1 < n and µ1 < n, it follows that d(θ) = n. We will show that
⋃
Xθ
is the quadric {u ∈ C2n+1 | (u, u) = 0} ⊂ C2n+1. Let u = (x1, . . . , x2n+1) ∈ C
2n+1
be any vector such that (u, u) = 0, xi 6= 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n + 1, and (ui, u′i) 6= 0
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. It is enough to show that Xθ(u) ∼= Xθ. Set E = 〈u〉
⊥/〈u〉 and
define isotropic flags in this vector space by Ei = ((Ei+1 + 〈u〉) ∩ 〈u〉⊥)/〈u〉 and
E
op
i = ((E
op
i+1+ 〈u〉)∩〈u〉
⊥)/〈u〉. For each i < n we have (Ei+1+ 〈u〉)∩ ((E
op
i+1)
⊥+
〈u〉) = 〈ui+1, u
′
i+1〉. By the choice of u we have (ui+1, u
′
i+1) 6= 0, which implies that
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Ei ∩ (E
op
i )
⊥ = 0. Similarly we obtain (Ei)
⊥ ∩ E
op
i = 0, so the flags E• and E
op
•
are opposite. Identify X = OG(n − 1, E) with the set of point V ∈ X for which
u ∈ V . Then we have Xλ(E•) ∩ X = X
λ
(E•) and X
µ(Eop
•
) ∩ X = X
µ
(E
op
•
), so
Xθ(u) = Xθ ∩X = X
λ
(E•) ∩X
µ
(E
op
•
) = Xθ.
Otherwise we have ℓ(λ) + ℓ(µ) = n and λℓ(λ) = µℓ(µ) = 1. This implies that θ is
disjoint from the diagonal, so d(θ) = n − 1. For any point V ∈ Xθ we must have
dim(V ∩En) ≥ ℓ(λ) and dim(V ∩Eopn ) ≥ ℓ(µ), so V = (V ∩En)⊕(V ∩E
op
n ). It follows
that every vector u = (x1, . . . , x2n+1) ∈
⋃
Xθ satisfies xn+1 = 0 and (u, u) = 0.
We will show that
⋃
Xθ is the complete intersection in C
2n+1 defined by these two
equations. Let u ∈ C2n+1 be any vector such that xn+1 = 0, (u, u) = 0, xi 6= 0 for
i 6= n+1, and (ui, u′i) 6= 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n−1. It is enough to show that Xθ(u)
∼= Xθ.
Set E = U⊥/U where U = 〈un, u′n〉, and define isotropic flags in E by Ei = ((Ei+1+
U)∩U⊥)/U and E
op
i = ((E
op
i+1 +U)∩U
⊥)/U for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2. For each i ≤ n− 2
we have (Ei+1+U)∩((E
op
i+1)
⊥+U) = 〈un, u′n, ui+1, u
′
i+1〉, so our choice of u implies
that Ei ∩ (E
op
i )
⊥ = 0. Identify X = OG(n− 2, E) with the set of points V ∈ X for
which U ⊂ V . Then we have Xλ(E•)∩X = X
λ
(E•) and X
µ(Eop
•
)∩X = X
µ
(E
op
•
),
where λ = (λ1− 1, λ2− 1, . . . , λℓ(λ)− 1) and µ = (µ1− 1, µ2− 1, . . . , µℓ(µ)− 1). We
conclude that Xθ(u) = Xθ ∩X = X
λ
(E•) ∩X
µ
(E
op
•
) = Xθ, as required. 
Define a function h : N× Z→ Z by
(7) h(a, b) =
b∑
j=0
(−1)j 2a−j
(
a
j
)
.
Here we set
(
a
j
)
= 0 unless 0 ≤ j ≤ a. Notice that for b ≥ a we have h(a, b) =
(2− 1)a = 1. The binomial identity implies that
(8) h(a+ 1, b) + h(a, b− 1) = 2 h(a, b) .
Proposition 4.3. Let θ be a shifted skew diagram contained in ρn and 0 ≤ p ≤ n.
Then we have χ
X
(Oθ · Op) = h(N−(θ), d(θ) − p).
Proof. Notice that χ
X
(Oθ ·O0) = χX (Oθ) = 1 and χX (O∅ ·O
p) = δp,0 as claimed, so
we may assume that θ 6= ∅ and p ≥ 1. Let S ⊂ P2n be the quadric of isotropic lines
in C2n+1. The subvariety P(En+1−p) ⊂ S defines the class [OP(En+1−p)] ∈ K(S).
Let Z = OF(1, n; 2n + 1) be the variety of two-step flags L ⊂ V ⊂ C2n+1 such
dim(L) = 1 and V ∈ X , and let π1 : Z → S and πn : Z → X be the projec-
tions. Since πn : π
−1
1 (P(En+1−p)) → X
p is a birational isomorphism and π1 is
flat, we obtain πn∗π
∗
1 [OP(En+1−p)] = O
p ∈ K(X). Since
⋃
Xθ is the affine cone
over π1(π
−1
n (Xθ)), it follows from Lemma 4.2(a) that the later variety has ratio-
nal singularities. Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 4.2(b) therefore imply that π1∗π
∗
nOθ =
[Oπ1(π−1n (Xθ))] ∈ K(S), so it follows from the projection formula that
χ
X
(Oθ · O
p) = χ
S
([Oπ1(π−1n (Xθ))] · [OP(En+1−pin)]) .
Let Y ⊂ P2n be a complete intersection defined by the same equations as define⋃
Xθ in C
2n+1, except that one of the quadratic equations are omitted. Since
π1(π
−1
n (Xθ)) = S ∩ Y is a proper intersection of Cohen-Macaulay varieties, we
obtain [Oπ1(πn−1(Xθ))] = ι
∗[OY ] ∈ K(S) where ι : S ⊂ P
2n is the inclusion. Another
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application of the projection formula yields
χ
X
(Oθ · O
p) = χ
P2n
([OY ] · [OP(En+1−p)]) .
Since the Grothendieck class of a quadric in P2n is equal to 2t − t2 ∈ K(P2n) =
Z[t]/(t2n+1), it follows from Lemma 4.2 that
[OY ] · [OP(En+1−p)] = t
2n−d(θ)+p · (2− t)N
−(θ) .
The proposition follows from this. 
The dual Schubert classes in the K-theory of X = OG(n, 2n+ 1) are defined by
(9) O∗ν =
∑
ν/τ rook strip
(−1)|ν/τ |Oτ
where the sum is over all strict partitions τ contained in ν such that the shifted skew
diagram ν/τ is a rook strip. The proof of Lemma 3.5 shows that χ
X
(O∗ν ·O
µ) = δν,µ.
A south-east corner of the shifted skew shape θ is any box B of θ such that θ
does not contain a box directly below or directly to the right of B. Let θ′ be the
skew shape obtained by removing the south-east corners of θ. For p ∈ Z we define
(10) B(θ, p) =
∑
θ′⊂ϕ⊂θ
(−1)|θ|−|ϕ| h(N−(ϕ), d(ϕ) − p)
where the sum is over all shifted skew diagrams ϕ obtained by removing a subset
of the south-east corners from θ. Proposition 4.3 implies the following.
Corollary 4.4. Let λ ⊂ ν be strict partitions with ν1 ≤ n and let 0 ≤ p ≤ n. Then
cνλ,p = B(ν/λ, p).
Lemma 4.5. Let θ be a non-empty shifted skew diagram.
(a) If θ is not a rim then B(θ, p) = 0 for all p.
(b) If θ contains a row or column with a boxes, then B(θ, p) = 0 for p < a.
(c) If θ is a rook strip, then B(θ, 1) = (−1)|θ|−1.
Proof. Assume the conditions of (a), (b), or (c) are met, and let B ∈ θ r θ′ be a
south-east corner of θ; if θ is not a rim, then choose B such that θ contains a box
strictly north and strictly west of θ. We claim that if ϕ is any shifted skew diagram
such that θ′ ⊂ ϕ ⊂ θ, ϕ 6= ∅, and B 6∈ ϕ, then
h(N−(ϕ), d(ϕ) − p) = h(N−(ϕ ∪B), d(ϕ ∪B)− p) ;
in the situation of (c) we set p = 1. If θ is not a rim, then this is true because
N−(ϕ) = N−(ϕ ∪ B) and d(ϕ) = d(ϕ ∪ B). If the conditions for (b) hold, then
we must have N−(ϕ) ≤ d(ϕ) − a+ 1 since ϕ contains a row or column with a− 1
boxes, and this implies that h(N−(ϕ), d(ϕ)− p) = h(N−(ϕ∪B), d(ϕ∪B)− p) = 1
for p < a. For (c), notice that N−(ϕ) = d(ϕ) − 1 whenever ϕ is a non-empty rook
strip.
The lemma is immediate from the claim if θ is not a rook strip, and otherwise
we obtain
B(θ, p) = (−1)|θ|−1
(
h(N−(B), d(B) − p)− h(N−(∅), d(∅)− p)
)
= (−1)|θ|−1 (h(0, 1− p)− h(0,−p)) .
This proves the lemma when θ is a rook strip. 
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Before we state our recursive Pieri rule for the coefficients B(θ, p), we prove
that the constants cν
∨
λµ for maximal orthogonal Grassmannians are invariant under
arbitrary permutations of the partitions λ, µ, ν. The same symmetry is satisfied
for Grassmannians of type A (for the same reason, see [4, Cor. 1]), but Example 5.7
below shows that it fails for Lagrangian Grassmannians.
Corollary 4.6. The K-theoretic structure constants cνλ,µ for OG(n, 2n+1) satisfy
the symmetry cνλ,µ = c
µ∨
λ,ν∨ .
Proof. Lemma 4.5 implies that O∗ν = (1 − O
1) · Oν
∨
, so we obtain the identity
cνλ,µ = χX (O
λ · Oµ · Oν
∨
· (1−O1)). The corollary follows from this. 
A shifted skew diagram is called a row if all its boxes belong to the same row,
and a column if all boxes belong to the same column. If θ is a non-empty rim,
then we define the north-east arm of θ to be the largest row or column that can
be obtained by intersecting θ with a square whose upper-right box agrees with the
upper-right box of θ. We let θ̂ be the diagram obtained by removing the north-east
arm from θ. Notice that θ is a row or a column if and only if θ̂ = ∅.
θ̂
North-east arm
The following theorem is our recursive Pieri rule for the K-theory of maximal
orthogonal Grassmannians. It implies that the Pieri coefficients cνλ,p = B(ν/λ, p)
have alternating signs, (−1)|ν/λ|−p cνλ,p ≥ 0.
Theorem 4.7. Let θ be a shifted skew diagram and let p ∈ Z. If θ is not a rim
then B(θ, p) = 0. If p ≤ 0 then B(θ, p) = δθ,∅, and B(∅, p) is equal to one if p ≤ 0
and is zero otherwise. If θ 6= ∅ is a rim and p > 0, then B(θ, p) is determined by
the following rules, with a = |θ| − |θ̂|.
(i) If θ is a row or a column then B(θ, p) = δ|θ|,p.
(ii) If θ̂ 6= ∅ and the north-east arm of θ is connected to θ̂, then we have B(θ, p) =
B(θ̂, p− a)− B(θ̂, p− a+ 1).
(iii) Assume that θ̂ 6= ∅ and the north-east arm of θ is not connected to θ̂. If p < a
then B(θ, p) = 0. Otherwise we have
B(θ, p) = (2−δp,a)(B(θ̂, p−a)−B(θ̂, p−a+1))+(1−δa,1)(B(θ̂, p−a+2)−B(θ̂, p−a+1)).
Proof. We may assume that θ is a non-empty rim and p > 0, since otherwise the
theorem follows from Lemma 4.5. In particular we have d(θ) = |θ|. If θ is a row
or column, then B(θ, p) = h(0, |θ| − p) − h(0, |θ′| − p) = δp,|θ|, as claimed in (i).
Otherwise let ψ be the north-east arm of θ, let B ∈ θr θ′ be the south-east corner
farthest to the north, and set ψ′ = ψ r B and θ̂′ = θ̂ ∩ θ′. We have θ̂ 6= ∅ and
a = |ψ|.
Assume that ψ is connected to θ̂. Then θ̂ is not a rook strip. We first consider
the case where ψ is a row attached to the right side of the upper-right box of θ̂.
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For any rim ϕ with θ̂′ ⊂ ϕ ⊂ θ̂ we then have
(−1)|θ|−|ϕ∪ψ|
(
h(N−(ϕ ∪ ψ), |ϕ ∪ ψ| − p)− h(N−(ϕ ∪ ψ′), |ϕ ∪ ψ′| − p)
)
= (−1)|θ̂|−|ϕ|
(
h(N−(ϕ), |ϕ| − p+ a)− h(N−(ϕ), |ϕ| − p+ a− 1)
)
.
This implies that B(θ, p) = B(θ̂, p− a)− B(θ̂, p− a+ 1) by summing over ϕ. Next
consider the case where ψ is a column attached above the upper-right box of θ̂. For
any diagram ϕ with θ̂′ ⊂ ϕ ⊂ θ̂ rB, it follows from (8) that
(−1)|θ|−|ϕ∪ψ|
(
h(N−(ϕ ∪ ψ), |ϕ ∪ ψ| − p)− h(N−(ϕ ∪B ∪ ψ), |ϕ ∪B ∪ ψ| − p)
)
= (−1)|θ̂|−|ϕ|
(
h(N−(ϕ) + 1, |ϕ| − p+ a)− h(N−(ϕ ∪B), |ϕ ∪B| − p+ a)
)
= (−1)|θ̂|−|ϕ|
(
h(N−(ϕ), |ϕ| − p+ a)− h(N−(ϕ ∪B), |ϕ ∪B| − p+ a)
)
− h(N−(ϕ), |ϕ| − p+ a− 1) + h(N−(ϕ ∪B), |ϕ ∪B| − p+ a− 1)
This again implies that B(θ, p) = B(θ̂, p− a)− B(θ̂, p− a+ 1), as required by (ii).
Now assume that ψ is not connected to θ̂. We may also assume that p ≥ a, since
otherwise B(θ, p) = 0 by Lemma 4.5(b). We first consider the case a > 1. For any
non-empty rim ϕ with θ̂′ ⊂ ϕ ⊂ θ̂, we obtain
(−1)|θ|−|ϕ∪ψ|
(
h(N−(ϕ ∪ ψ), |ϕ ∪ ψ| − p)− h(N−(ϕ ∪ ψ′), |ϕ ∪ ψ′| − p)
)
= (−1)|θ̂|−|ϕ|
(
h(N−(ϕ) + 1, |ϕ| − p+ a)− h(N−(ϕ) + 1, |ϕ| − p+ a− 1)
)
= (−1)|θ̂|−|ϕ|(2 h(N−(ϕ), |ϕ| − p+ a)− 3 h(N−(ϕ), |ϕ| − p+ a− 1)
+ h(N−(ϕ), |ϕ| − p+ a− 2)) .
If θ̂ is not a rook strip, then θ̂′ 6= ∅ and we obtain that B(θ, p) = 2B(θ̂, p − a) −
3B(θ̂, p− a+ 1) + B(θ̂, p − a + 2). If p > a then this is the identity of (iii), and if
p = a then Lemma 4.5(b) shows that B(θ̂, p− a) = B(θ̂, p− a+ 1) = 0, so (iii) also
holds in this case. If θ̂ is a rook strip, then summing over ϕ 6= ∅ gives the identity
B(θ, p) = 2B(θ̂, p− a)− 3B(θ̂, p− a+ 1) + B(θ̂, p− a+ 2)
− (−1)|θ̂| (h(0, a− p)− 2h(0, a− p− 1) + h(0, a− p− 2)) .
If p > a then the three last terms vanish, and if p = a then Lemma 4.5 implies that
B(θ, p) = B(θ̂, 2)− 2B(θ̂, 1), as required. At last we consider the case a = 1. Then
ψ′ = ∅, so for any non-empty rim ϕ with θ̂′ ⊂ ϕ ⊂ θ̂ we get
(−1)|θ|−|ϕ∪ψ|
(
h(N−(ϕ ∪ ψ), |ϕ ∪ ψ| − p)− h(N−(ϕ ∪ ψ′), |ϕ ∪ ψ′| − p)
)
= (−1)|θ̂|−|ϕ|
(
h(N−(ϕ) + 1, |ϕ| − p+ 1)− h(N−(ϕ), |ϕ| − p)
)
= (−1)|θ̂|−|ϕ|
(
2 h(N−(ϕ), |ϕ| − p+ 1)− 2 h(N−(ϕ), |ϕ| − p)
)
.
If θ̂ is not a rook strip, then this implies that B(θ, p) = 2B(θ̂, p− 1)− 2B(θ̂, p), and
for p = a we have B(θ̂, p − 1) = B(θ̂, p) = 0 by Lemma 4.5. Finally, if θ̂ is a rook
strip, then we obtain B(θ, p) = 2B(θ̂, p− 1) − 2B(θ̂, p) − (−1)|θ̂|h(0, 1− p), which
agrees with (iii) by Lemma 4.5. This establishes (iii) and completes the proof. 
Let θ be a rim. A KOG-tableau of shape θ is a labeling of the boxes of θ with
positive integers such that (i) each row of θ is strictly increasing from left to right;
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(ii) each column of θ is strictly increasing from top to bottom; and (iii) each box
is either smaller than or equal to all the boxes south-west of it, or it is greater
than or equal to all the boxes south-west of it. If θ is not a rim, then there are no
KOG-tableaux with shape θ. The content of a KOG-tableau is the set of integers
contained in its boxes.
Corollary 4.8. The constant cνλ,p for K(OG(n, 2n + 1)) is equal to (−1)
|ν/λ|−p
times the number of KOG-tableaux of shape ν/λ with content {1, 2, . . . , p}.
Proof. Define B˜(θ, p) to be (−1)|θ|−p times the number of KOG-tableaux of shape
θ with content {1, 2, . . . , p}. It is enough to show that these integers satisfy the
recursions given by Theorem 4.7. We check this when the north-east arm ψ is a
column that is disconnected from θ̂, θ̂ 6= ∅, and 1 < a < p where a = |θ| − |θ̂|. The
remaining cases are left to the reader.
In any KOG-tableau of shape θ, the content of (the boxes of) ψ must be either
S1 = {1, 2, . . . , a} or S2 = {1, 2, . . . , a− 1, p}. If the content of ψ is S1, then θ̂ must
be a KOG-tableau whose content is either {a+ 1, a+ 2, . . . , p} or {a, a+ 1, . . . , p}.
If the content of ψ is S2, then θ̂ must be a KOG-tableau whose content is one of the
sets {a, a+1, . . . , p− 1}, {a− 1, a, . . . , p− 1}, {a, a+1, . . . , p}, or {a− 1, a, . . . , p}.
This gives the identity B˜(θ, p) = 2 B˜(θ̂, p− a)− 3 B˜(θ̂, p− a+ 1) + B˜(θ̂, p− a+ 2),
as required. 
Itai Feigenbaum and Emily Sergel have shown us a proof that KOG-tableaux
are invariant under Thomas and Yong’s jeu-de-taquin slides [24]. Corollary 4.8
therefore confirms that the Pieri coefficients cνλ,p are correctly computed by Thomas
and Yong’s conjectured Littlewood-Richardson rule.
Example 4.9. Let λ = (6, 4, 1) and ν = (7, 6, 3, 1). Then the constant cνλ,5 = −7
for K(OG(7, 15)) is counted by the KOG-tableaux displayed below.
1
1 5
2 4
3
1
2 5
2 4
3
1
2 5
3 5
4
1
2 5
3 4
4
1
4 5
1 3
2
1
4 5
2 4
3
1
4 5
2 3
3
5. Lagrangian Grassmannians
Let e1, . . . , e2n be the standard basis of C
2n and define a symplectic form by
(ei, ej) =

1 if i+ j = 2n+ 1 and i < j;
−1 if i+ j = 2n+ 1 and i > j; and
0 if i+ j 6= 2n+ 1.
Let X = LG(n, 2n) = {V ⊂ C2n | dim(V ) = n and (V, V ) = 0} be the Lagrangian
Grassmannian of maximal isotropic subspaces of C2n. This is a non-singular variety
of dimension
(
n+1
2
)
. The Schubert varieties in X are indexed by strict partitions
λ = (λ1 > λ2 > · · · > λℓ > 0) with λ1 ≤ n, the same partitions as are used for the
orthogonal Grassmannian OG(n, 2n+1). The notation introduced for shifted skew
diagrams in section 4 will also be used in this section. The Schubert variety for the
strict partition λ relative to an isotropic flag 0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fn ⊂ C2n with
(Fn, Fn) = 0 is defined by
Xλ(F•) = {V ∈ X | dim(V ∩ Fn+1−λi) ≥ i ∀1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ(λ)} .
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The standard flags are defined by Ei = 〈e1, . . . , ei〉 and E
op
i = 〈e2n+1−i, . . . , e2n〉.
We have Xλ(E•)∩Xµ(Eop• ) 6= ∅ if and only if λ ⊂ µ
∨, where µ∨ is the n–dual of µ.
Set Xλ = Xλ(E•). The classes Oλ = [OXλ ] form a Z-basis for the Grothendieck
ring K(X), which is generated as a Z-algebra by the special classes O1, . . . ,On.
A shifted skew diagram θ = µ∨/λ defines the Richardson variety Xθ = X
λ(E•) ∩
Xµ(Eop
•
) and the class Oθ = [OXθ ] = O
λ · Oµ ∈ K(X). For any vector u ∈ C2n we
set Xθ(u) = {V ∈ Xθ | u ∈ V }, and define
⋃
Xθ =
⋃
V ∈Xθ
V ⊂ C2n.
Assume that a, b ≥ 0 are integers such that 0 < a+ b < n, λa > n− a− b, and
µb > n − a− b. Set λ′ = (λ1 + a + b − n, . . . , λa + a + b − n), µ′ = (µ1 + a + b −
n, . . . , µb+ a+ b−n), and θ′ = µ′
∨
/λ′, where µ′
∨
is the (a+ b)–dual of µ′. Then θ′
defines a Richardson variety X ′θ′ in X
′ = LG(a + b, E′), where E′ = Ea+b ⊕ E
op
a+b
with basis e1, . . . , ea+b, e2n+1−a−b, . . . , e2n. Similarly we set λ
′′ = (λa+1, . . . , λℓ(λ)),
µ′′ = (µb+1, . . . , µℓ(µ)), and θ
′′ = µ′′
∨
/λ′′, using the (n − a − b)–dual of µ′′. This
defines the Richardson variety X ′′θ′′ in X
′′ = LG(n− a− b, E′′), where E′′ = E′⊥ =
〈ea+b+1, . . . , e2n−a−b〉.
Lemma 5.1. (a) We have
⋃
Xθ =
⋃
X ′θ′ ×
⋃
X ′′θ′′ in C
2n = E′ × E′′.
(b) For arbitrary vectors u′ ∈ E′ and u′′ ∈ E′′, the natural inclusion X ′×X ′′ ⊂ X
defined by (V ′, V ′′) 7→ V ′ ⊕ V ′′ identifies X ′θ′(u
′)×X ′′θ′′(u
′′) with Xθ(u
′ + u′′).
Proof. If V ∈ Xθ then dim(V ∩Ea+b) ≥ dim(V ∩En+1−λa ) ≥ a and dim(V ∩E
op
a+b) ≥
dim(V ∩ Eopn+1−λb) ≥ b. This implies that V
′ = V ∩ E′ is a maximal isotropic
subspace in E′, so V ′ ∈ X ′. It also follows that dim(V ∩ E′′) = dim(V ∩ E′⊥) =
n− a − b, so V ′′ = V ∩ E′′ ∈ X ′′. Given arbitrary points V ′ ∈ X ′ and V ′′ ∈ X ′′,
it follows from the definitions that V ′ ⊕ V ′′ ∈ Xθ(u′ + u′′) if and only V ′ ∈ X ′θ′(u
′)
and V ′′ ∈ X ′′θ′′(u
′′). The lemma follows from this. 
Lemma 5.2. (a) The set
⋃
Xθ ⊂ C2n is a scheme theoretic complete intersec-
tion with rational singularities. It has dimension n+ d(θ) and is defined by N ′(θ)
quadratic equations and n− d(θ)−N ′(θ) linear equations.
(b) For all vectors u in a dense open subset of
⋃
Xθ we have Xθ(u) ∼= Xθ.
Proof. Using Lemma 5.1 we may assume that for all integers a, b ≥ 0 with 0 <
a + b < n we have λa ≤ n − a − b or µb ≤ n − a − b. This implies that θ has
exactly one component. Given any vector u = (x1, . . . , x2n) ∈ C2n we will write
ui = (x1, . . . , xi, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ C2n and u′i = (0, . . . , 0, xi+1, . . . , x2n) ∈ C
2n for its
projections to Ei and E
op
2n−i.
Assume first that ℓ(λ) + ℓ(µ) < n. In this case θ intersects the diagonal, so
N ′(θ) = 0. Since λ1 < n and µ1 < n we also have d(θ) = n. Let u = (x1, . . . , x2n) ∈
C2n be any vector such that xi 6= 0 and (ui, u′i) 6= 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n. It is enough
to show that Xθ(u) ∼= Xθ. Set E = u
⊥/〈u〉 and define isotropic flags in this vector
space by Ei = ((Ei+1 + 〈u〉)∩ 〈u〉⊥)/〈u〉 and E
op
i = ((E
op
i+1 + 〈u〉)∩ 〈u〉
⊥)/〈u〉. For
each i < n we have (Ei+1+〈u〉)∩((E
op
i+1)
⊥+〈u〉) = 〈ui+1, u′i+1〉. By the choice of u
we have (ui+1, u
′
i+1) 6= 0, which implies that Ei ∩ (E
op
i )
⊥ = 0. Similarly we obtain
(Ei)
⊥ ∩Eopi = 0, so the flags E• and E
op
•
are opposite. Identify X = LG(n− 1, E)
with the set of point V ∈ X for which u ∈ V . Then we have Xλ(E•)∩X = X
λ
(E•)
and Xµ(Eop
•
) ∩X = X
µ
(E
op
•
), so Xθ(u) = Xθ ∩X = X
λ
(E•) ∩X
µ
(E
op
•
) = Xθ.
Otherwise we have ℓ(λ) + ℓ(µ) = n and λℓ(λ) = µℓ(µ) = 1. This implies that
θ is disjoint from the diagonal, so N ′(θ) = 1 and d(θ) = n − 1. For any point
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V ∈ Xθ we have dim(V ∩ En) ≥ ℓ(λ) and dim(V ∩ Eopn ) ≥ ℓ(µ), so V = (V ∩
En) ⊕ (V ∩ Eopn ). It follows that every vector u ∈
⋃
Xθ satisfies (un, u
′
n) = 0.
We will show that
⋃
Xθ ⊂ C2n is defined by this equation. Let u ∈ C2n be
any vector such that xi 6= 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n, (un, u′n) = 0, and (ui, u
′
i) 6= 0 for
1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. It is enough to show that Xθ(u) ∼= Xθ. Set E = U
⊥/U where
U = 〈un, u′n〉, and define isotropic flags in E by Ei = ((Ei+1 + U) ∩ U
⊥)/U and
E
op
i = ((E
op
i+1 + U) ∩ U
⊥)/U for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2. For each i ≤ n − 2 we have
(Ei+1 + U) ∩ ((E
op
i+1)
⊥ + U) = 〈un, u′n, ui+1, u
′
i+1〉, so our choice of u implies that
Ei ∩ (E
op
i )
⊥ = 0. Identify X = LG(n − 2, E) with the set of points V ∈ X for
which U ⊂ V . Then we have Xλ(E•)∩X = X
λ
(E•) and X
µ(Eop
•
)∩X = X
µ
(E
op
•
),
where λ = (λ1− 1, λ2− 1, . . . , λℓ(λ)− 1) and µ = (µ1− 1, µ2− 1, . . . , µℓ(µ)− 1). We
conclude that Xθ(u) = Xθ ∩X = X
λ
(E•) ∩X
µ
(E
op
•
) = Xθ, as required. 
Proposition 5.3. For 0 ≤ p ≤ n we have χ
X
(Oθ · O
p) = h(N ′(θ), d(θ) − p).
Proof. Let Z = IF(1, n; 2n) be the variety of two-step flags L ⊂ V ⊂ C2n such
that dim(L) = 1 and V ∈ X , and let π1 : Z → P
2n−1 and πn : Z → X be the
projections. Then πn∗π
∗
1 [OP(En+1−p)] = O
p ∈ K(X), and Lemmas 5.2 and 2.1
imply that π1∗π
∗
nOθ = [Oπ1(π−1n (Xθ))] ∈ K(P
2n−1). The projection formula gives
χ
X
(Oθ · O
p) = χ
P2n−1
([Oπ1(π−1n (Xθ))] · [OP(En+1−p)]) .
Lemma 5.2 shows that [Oπ1(π−1n (Xθ))] · [OP(En+1−p)] = t
2n−d(θ)+p−1 · (2 − t)N
′(θ) ∈
K(P2n−1) = Z[t]/(t2n) and the proposition follows from this. 
Given a shifted skew diagram θ and p ∈ Z we define
(11) C(θ, p) =
∑
θ′⊂ϕ⊂θ
(−1)|θ|−|ϕ| h(N ′(ϕ), d(ϕ) − p)
where the sum is over all shifted skew diagrams ϕ obtained by removing a subset
of the south-east corners from θ. The dual Schubert classes O∗ν in the K-theory of
X = LG(n, 2n) is defined by the same expression (9) as for OG(n, 2n + 1). The
identity χ
X
(O∗ν · O
µ) = δν,µ and Proposition 5.3 imply the following.
Corollary 5.4. Let λ ⊂ ν be strict partitions with ν1 ≤ n and let 0 ≤ p ≤ n. Then
cνλ,p = C(ν/λ, p).
The following result is our recursive Pieri formula for LagrangianGrassmannians.
Theorem 5.5. Let θ be a shifted skew diagram and let p ∈ Z. If θ is not a rim
then C(θ, p) = 0. If p ≤ 0 then C(θ, p) = δθ,∅, and C(∅, p) is equal to one if p ≤ 0
and is zero otherwise. If θ 6= ∅ is a rim and p > 0, then C(θ, p) is determined by
the following rules, with a = |θ| − |θ̂|.
(i) If θ̂ = ∅ and θ meets the diagonal, then we have C(θ, p) = δp,|θ| − δp,|θ|−1 if θ is
a column, and C(θ, p) = δp,|θ| otherwise.
(ii) If θ̂ = ∅ and θ is disjoint from the diagonal, then C(θ, p) = 2 δp,|θ| − δp,|θ|−1.
(iii) If θ̂ 6= ∅ and the north-east arm of θ is connected to θ̂, then we have C(θ, p) =
C(θ̂, p− a)− C(θ̂, p− a+ 1).
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(iv) Finally assume that θ̂ 6= ∅ and the north-east arm of θ is not connected to θ̂.
If a = 1 then C(θ, p) = 2 C(θ̂, p − a) − 2 C(θ̂, p − a + 1), while if a > 1 we have
C(θ, p) = 2 C(θ̂, p− a)− 3 C(θ̂, p− a+ 1) + C(θ̂, p− a+ 2).
Proof. If θ is not a rim, then let B ∈ θ be a south-east corner such that θ contains
a box strictly north and strictly west of B. For any shifted skew diagram ϕ with
θ′ ⊂ ϕ ⊂ θ r {B} we obtain h(N ′(ϕ), d(ϕ) − p) = h(N ′(ϕ ∪ B), d(ϕ ∪B)− p) and
C(θ, p) = 0. We also have C(∅, p) = h(0,−p) which is equal to one when p ≤ 0 and
zero otherwise. If θ 6= ∅ and p ≤ 0, then C(θ, p) =
∑
θ′⊂ϕ⊂θ(−1)
|θ|−|ϕ| = 0. If θ is
a row or a column and p > 0, then C(θ, p) = h(N ′(θ), |θ| − p)− h(N ′(θ′), |θ′| − p),
from which (i) and (ii) are easily checked. We can therefore assume that θ is a rim,
θ̂ 6= ∅, and p > 0. Let ψ be the north-east arm of θ, let B ∈ θrθ′ be the south-east
corner farthest to the north, and set ψ′ = ψ rB and θ̂′ = θ̂ ∩ θ′. We have a = |ψ|.
Let ϕ be any rim such that θ̂′ ⊂ ϕ ⊂ θ̂ rB.
Assume that ψ is connected to θ̂. If ψ is a is a row attached to the right side of
the upper-right box of θ̂, then we have
(−1)|θ|−|ϕ∪ψ|
(
h(N−(ϕ ∪ ψ), |ϕ ∪ ψ| − p)− h(N−(ϕ ∪ ψ′), |ϕ ∪ ψ′| − p)
)
= (−1)|θ̂|−|ϕ|
(
h(N−(ϕ), |ϕ| − p+ a)− h(N−(ϕ), |ϕ| − p+ a− 1)
)
which implies that C(θ, p) = C(θ̂, p− a)− C(θ̂, p− a+ 1) by summing over ϕ. If ψ
is a column attached above the upper-right box of θ̂, then (8) implies that
(−1)|θ|−|ϕ∪ψ|
(
h(N−(ϕ ∪ ψ), |ϕ ∪ ψ| − p)− h(N−(ϕ ∪B ∪ ψ), |ϕ ∪B ∪ ψ| − p)
)
= (−1)|θ̂|−|ϕ|
(
h(N−(ϕ), |ϕ| − p+ a)− h(N−(ϕ ∪B), |ϕ ∪B| − p+ a)
)
− h(N−(ϕ), |ϕ| − p+ a− 1) + h(N−(ϕ ∪B), |ϕ ∪B| − p+ a− 1)
which again implies that C(θ, p) = C(θ̂, p− a)− C(θ̂, p− a+ 1), as required by (iii).
Now assume that ψ is not connected to θ̂. If a > 1 then
(−1)|θ|−|ϕ∪ψ|
(
h(N−(ϕ ∪ ψ), |ϕ ∪ ψ| − p)− h(N−(ϕ ∪ ψ′), |ϕ ∪ ψ′| − p)
)
= (−1)|θ̂|−|ϕ|(2 h(N−(ϕ), |ϕ| − p+ a)− 3 h(N−(ϕ), |ϕ| − p+ a− 1)
+ h(N−(ϕ), |ϕ| − p+ a− 2))
while implies that C(θ, p) = 2 C(θ̂, p− a)− 3 C(θ̂, p− a+ 1) + C(θ̂, p− a+ 2). And
if a = 1 then
(−1)|θ|−|ϕ∪ψ|
(
h(N−(ϕ ∪ ψ), |ϕ ∪ ψ| − p)− h(N−(ϕ ∪ ψ′), |ϕ ∪ ψ′| − p)
)
= (−1)|θ̂|−|ϕ|
(
2 h(N−(ϕ), |ϕ| − p+ 1)− 2 h(N−(ϕ), |ϕ| − p)
)
implies that C(θ, p) = 2 C(θ̂, p − a) − 2 C(θ̂, p − a + 1). This establishes (iv) and
completes the proof. 
Let θ be a rim. A KLG-tableau of shape θ is a labeling of the boxes of θ with
elements from the ordered set {1′ < 1 < 2′ < 2 < · · · } such that (i) each row of θ
is strictly increasing from left to right; (ii) each column of θ is strictly increasing
from top to bottom; (iii) each box containing an unprimed integer must be larger
than or equal to all boxes southwest of it, (iv) each box containing a primed integer
must be smaller than or equal to all boxes southwest of it, and (v) no diagonal box
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contains a primed integer. If θ is not a rim, then there are no KLG-tableaux of
shape θ. The content of a KLG-tableau is the set of integers i such that some box
contains i or i′. The proof of the following corollary is similar to Corollary 4.8 and
left to the reader.
Corollary 5.6. The constant cνλ,p for K(LG(n, 2n)) is equal to (−1)
|ν/λ|−p times
the number of KLG-tableaux of shape ν/λ with content {1, 2, . . . , p}.
It would be very interesting to extend this corollary to a full Littlewood-Richard-
son rule for all the structure constants cνλµ of K(LG(n, 2n)).
Example 5.7. Let X = LG(2, 4), λ = µ = (1), and ν = (2, 1). Then cνλµ = −1 6=
0 = cµ
∨
λ,ν∨ .
Example 5.8. Let λ = (6, 4, 1) and ν = (7, 6, 3, 1). Then the constant cνλ,5 = −9
for K(LG(7, 14)) is counted by the KLG-tableaux displayed below. Notice that the
lower-left box of ν/λ is a diagonal box.
1′
1′ 5
2′ 4
3
1′
2′ 5
2′ 4
3
1′
2′ 5
3′ 5
4
1′
2′ 5
3′ 4
4
1′
2′ 5
3′ 4
3
1′
4 5
1′ 3
2
1′
4 5
2′ 4
3
1′
4 5
2′ 3
3
1′
4 5
2′ 3
2
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